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SPECIAL THANKS 
To the mastermind(s) behind the game, where without them we 
couldn’t have played and enjoyed it! Please visit their page to check 
out their other games and support them to provide you with more 
games in the future! 

TREMMI 
HTTPS://WWW.PATREON.COM/TREMMIGAMES 
 

GAME PLAN 
 

The guide will help you with choosing the best choice that are presented to 
you in-game with its corresponding effect (if it has one). Just keep an eye on 
the tags next to it. 

Viewer discretion is advised! 

The game contains adult content and thus you have to be the legal 
age according to your country.   

Viewer discretion is advised! 
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Day 1 

Your Room: 

1. a charmer [Charm+2] (Recommended, might change in the future) 

2. Choose one below (Your favorite Role): 

Dominant Submissive 
I’m a dominating alpha male! [Dom+1 , Sub-1] I love to be pushed around [Sub+1 , Dom-1] 

3. Be strong (Power+1 Daily Bonus, from Day 2) (Recommended, might change in the future) 

4. Pick up the Phone 

5. Continue and find out what’s what 

The Lab: 

6. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
Of course I’m ready! [Dom+1] Do I have a choice? [Sub+1] 

7. Tell me about the job (Skippable) 

8. Tell me about the potions (Skippable) 

9. What’s with the probation period? (Skippable) 

10. I don’t have any questions 

The Classroom: 

11. Perfect, then I’ll be your first [CM+1 , MM+1 , GM+1] 

12. Are the bravest of the bunch? [CM+1] 

13. Such a pretty girl should become a straight-A student! [MM+1] 

14. Modesty is an extremely good trait for a woman [GM+1] 

15. Choose one below (Your favorite Girl): 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
What's wrong with being… 

[CM+1] 
There are no age limits for… 

[MM+1] 
Listen, I'm the best around…  

[GM+1] 
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16. Choose one below (Your favorite Girl): 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
Screw theory - I'm all for… 

[CM+1] 
We'll combine practice and… 

[MM+1] 
The will be loads of material 

[GM+1] 

17. Science is my girlfriend [GM+1] [Luck+1] (Recommended) 

Your Room: 

18. Choose one below (Your favorite Girl): 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
Go to Charlie's place Go to Megan's place Go to Gosia's place 

Based on your previous Choice: 

Charlie’s Place: (Head to “The Dream - Day 1” below when done) 

19. I just wanted to know you better 

20. I see you like the school cola (Your Choice) 

21. Do you want to make friends with somebody? 

22. Use Succubus 

Megan’s Place: (Head to “The Dream - Day 1” below when done) 

23. What do you think about your fellow students? 

24. Use Veritas 

25. I'm your teacher 

Gosia’s Place: (Head to “The Dream - Day 1” below when done) 

26. The most important thing for you is your studies, right? 

27. Are you breaking into cold when you talk to people? [Luck+1] 

28. Use Puppeteer 

The Dream - Day 1: 

29. It's perfectly acceptable in a relationship like ours [SM+2] 

30. Why does she have so many business trips, how do you think? [SM-1 , Intel+1] 

31. I’m gonna jerk off right now! [SL+2] 

32. I do, I saved you after all [SM+1] 

33. Fate is a strange thing [SM-3 , Luck+1] 
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Day 2 

Your Room: 

1. Choose one below (Your favorite Girl): 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
Charlie [CM+1] Megan [MM+1] Gosia [GM+1] 

2. Handy inventor [Skill +1] (Recommended, might change in the future) 

Note: The first call scene will depend on which daily bonus you chose on Day 1: 

“Be rich” = Mother 

“Be strong”  = Sister 

3. Your breasts are the best in the world! [HM+2] (Only if you picked “Be rich” in Day 1) 

4. Did we get much emanations? (Your Choice) 

5. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
I'll figure it out - I'm not a child [Dom+1] I'll do what you tell me to [Sub+1] 

The Gym: 

6. Ain’t you a beauty (Your Choice) 

7. I decided to get myself together (Your Choice) 

8. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
That's enough, quit mocking me 

[Dom+1] 
I'll do my exercises and everything will… 

[Sub+1] 

9. Definitely [Luck+1] 
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The Classroom (This part is totally up to you, but I recommend the following for the best Stat gain) 

10. Gosia 

11. Grand Siecle (You need to type it) 

12. Choose one below: 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
Gosia’s remark 

[GM+1] 
Charlie’s remark 
[MM+1 , CM-2] 

Gosia’s remark 
[GM+1] 

13. Charlie 

14. 07 (You need to type it) [CM+1] 

15. Gosia's remark [GM+1] 

16. Megan 

17. Philippe (You need to type it) [Charm+1] 

18. I really like the format 

19. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
The evening reading is mandatory 

[Dom+1] 
Read if you want to succeed, but I can't make. 

[Sub+1] 

Your Room: 

20. Choose one below (Your favorite Girl): (Recommended to choose the same Girl on Day 1) 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
Go to Charlie's place Go to Megan's place Go to Gosia's place 

Based on your previous Choice: 

Charlie’s Place: (Head to “The Dream - Day 2” below when done) 

21. I promise you'll enjoy it [CM+1] 

22. You can go home 

23. Use Succubus 

Megan’s Place (Part 1): (Head to “Megan’s Place (Part 2)” below when done) 

24. Were you a boy? [MM+1] 

25. Peek [ML+1] (Recommended) 

26. Use Veritas 
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Megan’s Place (Part 2): (Head to “The Dream - Day 2” below when done) 

27. Look around the room 

28. Put it on the dresser, she's gonna be so surprised! [Luck+1] (Might change in the future) 

Gosia’s Place (Part 1): (Head to “Gosia’s Place (Part 2)” below when done) 

29. This is just a punishment for all your transgressions, accept it [GM+1] 

30. Start cleaning up the room 

31. Continue cleaning 

32. Continue cleaning 

33. Continue cleaning 

34. Continue cleaning 

35. What do you think about Megan [GM+1] 

36. Use Puppeteer 

Gosia’s Place (Part 2): (Head to “The Dream - Day 2” below when done) 

37. Say it quietly but firmly 

38. Order her to touch her breasts (Your Choice) 

39. Keep on jerking off [Dom+1] (Recommended as it gets you one more scene)  

The Dream - Day 2 

40. Love it! (Your Choice) 

41. You’re heavenly all around [Charm+1] 

42. The butt it is then 
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Day 3 

Your Room: 

1. Charming man [Charm+1] (Recommended, might change in the future) 

2. What then, are parent feelings finally kicking in? (Note: If Dom > Sub, then [Charm+1]) 

3. Yes 

4. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
We might want her to? 

[Dom+1] 
Control on a distance is a problem 

[Sub+1 , Dom-1] 

5. What do you have to do with Zoe? (Your Choice) [Skill+1] 

Note: It’s important to know as soon as you finish the meeting with your father, a dialogue 

will appear notifying you about a new button “Go shopping” appearing at the bottom of 

the screen, you need to click on it to access the shopping menu and buy the ring. When 

done, you need to click the “Back” button to get to where you left off. 

6. Ring (Costs: $1,000) 

7. I’m at work (Your Choice) 

8. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
I'm always serious! 

[Dom+1] 
Are you the only one who can be serious, my 

mistress? [Sub+1] 

9. They are perfect [Charm+1] 

10. They won't let you in [Father Side] (Recommended, might change in the future) 

11. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
Come by - I’ll fuck you! [Dom+1] He’s alright [Sub+1] 

12. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
Not in the slightest, she was a rat! [Dom+1] I'm sorry for her [Sub+1] 

13. You look gorgeous [Charm+1] 

14. Nothing is too good for you [HM+5] 

15. Just kiss? [HL+1] 

16. I’ll finish my first project and go straight to you! [HM+5] 
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The Classroom  

17. Listen 

18. Choose one below: 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
The boss is never late! 

[CM+3 , MM-3] 
Remember these words… 

[MM+3] 
Let’s put me in the saddle… 

[GM+3] 

19. Charlie’s remark [CM+2] 

20. Megan 

21. Herzog (You need to type it) [MM+2] 

22. Choose one below: 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
Charlie's remark 

[CM+3] 
Charlie's remark 

[CM+3] 
Gosia's remark 

[GM+1] 

23. Gosia 

24. Brandenburg (You need to type it) [GM+4] 

25. Choose one below: 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
Megan's remark 

[MM+2] 
Megan's remark 

[MM+2] 
Gosia's remark 

[GM+1] 

26. Charlie 

27. Reich (You need to type it) [CM+5] 
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Your Room: 

28. Choose one below (Your favorite Girl): (Recommended to choose the same Girl on Day 1) 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
Go to Charlie's place Go to Megan's place Go to Gosia's place 

Based on your previous Choice: 

Charlie’s Place: (Head to “Your Room” below when done) 

29. What made you think so? 

30. And what am I going to get in return? [CL+1 , Luck+1 , Skill+1 , Intel +1] 

Note: If Dom > Sub , then [CM+1] … Else [CM-1] 

Megan’s Place: (Head to “Your Room” below when done) 

Note: If Sub >= Dom , then [MM+3] 

31. Admire Megan [MM+2] 

32. Ask her to give you a massage [MM+2] 

33. Use Veritas 

Gosia’s Place: (Head to “Your Room” below when done) 

34. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
I ordered you to stay naked… [GL+1 , GM+1] 

THEN 
No [Dom+1] 

You did good with the cleaning [GM-1] 
THEN 

*Russian Text* [Sub+1] 

35. Use Puppeteer 

36. You have such a sexy figure! [GM+3] 
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Your Room: 

37. Yes 

38. Set1 

➢ That's just fantastic 

39. Set2 

➢ Not bad 

40. Set3 

➢ A range of emotions! Wonderful! 

41. Set4 

➢ Looks fine by my taste 

42. Set5 

➢ That's the best thing I saw today 

43. Set6 

➢ Yeah, I like it 

44. Set7 

➢ I've never seen such beauty 

45. That's enough, we'll stop at this point 

Note: IF you followed the above choices, then [HL+1 , HM+3 , Intel +1 , Skill+1] 

46. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
I want you [HM+2] I miss you [HM+2] 
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Based on which girl you visited earlier today: 

 

Charlie’s Place: (Head to “The Dream - Day 3” when done) 

47. Sure! [CM+2] 

48. Give her in the mouth [CL+1] 

49. Cum on her face (Your Choice) 

Megan’s Place: (There are no choices, so head to “The Dream - Day 3” when done) 

Gosia’s Place: (Head to “The Dream - Day 3” when done) 

50. Yes, definitely [GM+2] 

Note 1: If Intel > 0 , then [GM+1 , GL+1] 

Note 2: If Dom > Sub , then [GM+4 , GL+1] … Else [GM+1 , GL+1] 

The Dream - Day 3 

51. How did you find me? [Intel+1] 

52. I’m not allowed to tell [Skill+1] 

53. Destiny is an unpredictable thing [Intel+1] 

Note:  If Charm > 3 , then [Intel+1] 

54. Show interest 

55. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
Shut up and do what you do! [Dom+1] Go on, I’m spellbound [Sub+1] 

56. Cum! (Your choice) 

57. Cum on her face (Your Choice) 
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Day 4 

Your Room: 

1. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
What? Is there any problem? [Dom+1] I just got up 

Note:  If Skill > 1 , then [Luck+1 , +$100] 

2. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
Get to business [Dom+1] It’s alright [Sub+1] 

3. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
Cause you are a rare asshole! [Dom+1] Well, we can do this, right? [Sub+1] 

4. I’ll do everything I can! [GM+1 , MM+1 , SM+1 , CM+1 , HM+1] 

5. Choose one below: 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
Succubus Veritas Puppeteer 

6. I have everything (Assuming you stayed with one girl, else refer to #5) 

7. I have everything (Assuming you stayed with one girl, else refer to #5) 

8. I have everything 

9. Take it quietly 

10. I never forgot about that [TM+3] 

11. I’ll definitely be there [TM+1 , Intel+1] 

Note: It’s important to know as soon as Tiana leaves, a dialogue will appear notifying you 

about a new button “Go shopping” appearing at the bottom of the screen, you need to click 

on it to access the shopping menu and buy the Bracelet. When done, you need to click the 

“Back” button to get to where you left off. 

12. Bracelet (Costs: $600) 

13. Charming man [Charm+1] 

14. Go to the gym (SAVE here just in case it changes in the future) 
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The Gym  

15. I am awesome at that! [TM+1] 

16. Don’t try to repeat [TM-2 , Power+1] (Recommended, might change in the future) 

The Classroom  

17. I’m **MC’s Name** 

Note:  If Intel > 0 , then [Luck+1] 

18. Try to eavesdrop 

19. Choose one below: 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
Charlie's remark 

[CM+1] 
Megan’s remark 

[MM+1] 
Gosia's remark 

[GM+1] 

20. Ford (You need to type it) 

21. Gosia 

22. I admire him 

23. Model T [GM+3] 

24. 5 (You need to type it) [GM+2] 

25. Charlie 

26. A business that makes nothing but money is a poor business. [CM+3 , CL+1] 

27. Black (You need to type it) [CM+3 , GM-1] 

28. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
Threaten her [CM+2 , Dom+2] Ask her [CM-1 , Sub+2] 

29. Megan 

30. His wife [MM+3 , Charm+1] 

31. 161 (You need to type it) [MM+1] 
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Your Room: 

32. What did you ask for? (In a joking voice) [HM+2] 

33. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
I’m doing everything for that! [Dom+1] This is my sole desire [Sub+1] 

34. They’ve added extra tasks, I can’t come (Your choice) 

Note: It’s important to know as soon as you’re back in your room after Helen’s second call, 

a black screen with some dialogue will notify you about a new button “College Jack” 

appearing at the bottom of the screen. You need to click on it to access it. 

35. Megan (Click on her portrait) 

Note: “College Jack” is basically “Strip Black Jack”, in this version you need to get the cards 

numbers close to 21 and at the same time hope to get a higher number than your 

opponent. You’re score is located on the Top-Left side of the screen. You need to click 

“Go” button (located far right of the screen) to gain more cards and click “Stop” button to 

end your turn. With the current design of the game, you need to collect 5 wins with each 

win makes the girl strip. However, keep in mind losing a round will takes you one step 

back. After you win and the girl fully strips naked, click back to continue the main game. 

36. Choose one below (Your favorite Girl): (Recommended to choose the same Girl on Day 1) 

Charlie Megan Gosia 

Go to Charlie's place Go to Megan's place 
You can’t visit her this day. 
Please choose another girl. 

Based on your previous Choice: 

Note: It’s important to note that for those who were on Gosia’s path, unfortunately you will not 

receive an evening/night scene like the other girls for this version. You’ll be forced to choose 

another girl this time, refer to the choices of the other girls on Page 3 and head to “Your Room” 

(Page 15) when done.  

Charlie’s Place: (Head to “Your Room” below when done) 

37. Note: If Dom > Sub , Then Flogging! [CL+3] 

                                      Else Sex! [CM-3]  

38. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
We have a correctional floor here. 

[CM+1 , Dom+1] 
I’ll convince you 

[Sub+1] 

39. Use Succubus 

Note:  If CM + CL*3 > 14 , then [Luck+1] 
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Megan’s Place (Part 1): (Head to “Megan’s Place (Part2)” below when done) 

40. Good evening, Megan [MM-1] 

41. That was a dream 

42. Leave 

43. Celine (You need to type it) [Intel+2 , SM-1] 

Megan’s Place (Part2): (Head to “Your Room” below when done) 

44. Perfectionism [MM+2] 

45. Use Veritas [ML+1] 

Your Room: 

46. Read it 

47. Go there 

48. I’m as brave as a lion! [Charm+1] 

49. Yeh, tell me 

50. Talk to her 
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Day 5 

Your Room: 

1. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
Don’t call [Dom+1] Call father [Sub+1] 

2. Search for info on Jules wisely 

Note: It’s important to know a dialogue will appear notifying you about a new button “Go 

shopping” appearing at the bottom of the screen, you need to click on it to access the 

shopping menu and buy the Hand bag. When done, you need to click the “Back” button to get 

to where you left off. 

3. Hand Bag (Costs: $450) 

4. Charming man [Charm+1] 

5. Read a book instead [Intel+1] (SAVE here just in case it changes in the future) 

 

The Classroom  

6. It can wait, I can talk to you [TM+2] 

7. Imagine her real naked breasts (Your choice) 

8. Just wanna know I’m not the only young man around, right? [Intel+1] 

9. You know you can trust me… 

10. Is there anything else that I can help you with? 

11. Girls, is our little hero still here? 

12. Choose one below: 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
On the college 

[GM-3] 
On humility 

[CM-5 , MM+2 , ML+1] 
On humility 

[CM-5 , MM+2 , ML+1] 

13. Choose one below: 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
Charlie’s remark 

THEN 
I quite like that! 

[CM+1, CL+1, Charlie Punisher] 

Megan’s remark 
THEN 

I quite like that! 
[MM+1, ML+1, Megan Watch] 

Gosia’s remark 
THEN 

I quite like that! 
[GM+1, GL+1, Gosia Punished] 
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Note:  If Charm > 5 , then [GM+1] 

14. Try to answer 

15. Jaina (You need to type it) 

16. Choose one below: 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
Charlie [CM+2] Megan [MM+2] Gosia [GM+2] 

Note:  Based on #13, If you have [Charlie Punish] , then [CM+1]. {Skip to #18} 

17. Charlie will do this [Charlie Punish] 

Note:  Based on #13, If you have [Megan Watch] , then [MM+1]. {Skip to Your Room} 

18. Megan will watch [Megan Watch] 

 

Your Room: 

Note 1 : It’s important to SAVE as soon as you enter your room, since you’ll play a mini 

game “cleaning up the room”. 

Objective: click on 5 objects in 10 seconds. 

Reward: [Intel+1]. 

Note 2 : The objects are scattered in the room and they’ll be highlighted when you move 

your mouse over them.  

19. It highlights that splendid body of yours [HM+2] 

20. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
You are my woman [Dom+1] How can I leave you? [Sub+1] 

21. I’m dead busy at work [HM+1] 

22. Go play cards with the girls! (College Jack Mini-Game will be available after text) 

Note: “College Jack” is basically “Strip Black Jack”, in this version you need to get the cards 

numbers close to 21 and at the same time hope to get a higher number than your 

opponent. You’re score is located on the Top-Left side of the screen. You need to click 

“Go” button (located far right of the screen) to gain more cards and click “Stop” button to 

end your turn. With the current design of the game, you need to collect 5 wins with each 

win makes the girl strip. However, keep in mind losing a round will takes you one step 

back. After you win and the girl fully strips naked, click back to continue the main game. 

23. Charlie (Click on her portrait) 
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24. Choose one below (Your favorite Girl): (Recommended to choose the same Girl on Day 1) 

Charlie Megan Gosia 

Go to Charlie's place 
You can’t visit her this version 

Please choose another girl. 
Go to Gosia place 

Based on your previous Choice: 

Note: It’s important to note that for those who were on Megan’s path, unfortunately you will not 

receive an evening/night scene like the other girls for this version. You’ll be forced to choose 

another girl this time, refer to the choices of the other girls on Page 3 and head to “Your Room” 

(Page 15) when done.  

Charlie’s Place: (Head to “Your Room” below when done) 

25. You are very beautiful [CL+1 , Dom+1] 

26. Use Succubus 

Gosia’s Place (Part 1): (Head to “Gosia’s Place (Part2)” below when done) 

27. You are not afraid anymore [GM+2] 

28. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
I’ll do that, but you are walking… [Dom+1] 

THEN 
I’ll be stay here for as long as I need [Dom+1] 

That’s ok, I don’t mind that [Sub+1] 
THEN 

I’ll be going soon, so - enjoy my company… 

29. Use Puppeteer [GM+2] 

Gosia’s Place (Part2): (Head to “Your Room” below when done) 

30. I didn’t want to interrupt, but… [GL+3 , GM+2] 

Your Room: 

31. Watch it 
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Day 6 

Your Room: 

1. What are you talking about, my stupid tiny maggot? 

2. Don’t go [GM-2] (SAVE here just in case it changes in the future) 

3. Handy inventor [Skill +1] (Recommended, might change in the future) 

The Classroom  

4. Yes 

5. Listen 

Your Room: 

6. Search at Megan’s Place 

➢ Search with more precision! 

7. Search at Charlie’s Place 

➢ Think about where else you can look 

8. Search at Gosia’s Place 

➢ Think about where else you can look 

9. Ask Tiana for advice (Skippable) 

10. Go ruin Jules   Note: You get +500 Money if you choose the following in order exactly: 

➢ The paper airplane 

➢ The bottle of lemonade 

➢ The shoes 
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The Classroom  

11. Tell her everything in details 

➢ Today is fine! [TM+5 , TL+1 , Charm+1] 

12. Choose one below: 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
You’re in a good… [CM+2] Tough day [MM+2] Everything is… [GM+2, CM+1] 

13. Charlie [Charlie Watching 2] 

14. Megan [Megan Punisher 2] (Recommended) 

15. Gosia [Gosia Punished 2] 

16. That’s interesting, go on (Your choice) 

17. Gosia [GM+5] 

18. Megan [MM+3] 

19. Charlie [CM+3] 

Your Room: 

20. Go play cards with the girls! (College Jack Mini-Game will be available after text) 

Note: “College Jack” is basically “Strip Black Jack”, in this version you need to get the cards 

numbers close to 21 and at the same time hope to get a higher number than your opponent. 

You’re score is located on the Top-Left side of the screen. You need to click “Go” button 

(located far right of the screen) to gain more cards and click “Stop” button to end your turn. 

With the current design of the game, you need to collect 5 wins with each win makes the 

girl strip. However, keep in mind losing a round will takes you one step back. After you win 

and the girl fully strips naked, click back to continue the main game. 

21. Gosia (Click on her portrait) 

22. Choose one below (Your favorite Girl): (Recommended to choose the same Girl on Day 1) 

Charlie Megan Gosia 

Go to Charlie's place 
You can’t visit her this version 

Please choose another girl. 
Go to Gosia’s place 

Note: It’s important to note that for those who were on Megan’s path, unfortunately you will not 

receive an evening/night scene like the other girls for this version. You’ll be forced to choose 

another girl this time, refer to the choices of the other girls on Page 3 or Page 5 and head to 

“Your Room” (Page 21) when done.  
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Based on your previous Choice: 

Charlie’s Place (Part 1): (Head to “Charlie’s Place (Part2)” below when done) 

23. I made it pretty clear last time! [CM+2 , CL+1 , Dom+1] 

24. Gosia [CM+2] 

25. Use Succubus 

Charlie’s Place (Part2): (Head to “Your Room” below when done) 

26. In the mouth [CM+2] 

Gosia’s Place (Part 1): (Head to “Gosia’s Place (Part2)” below when done) 

27. Agree [Sub+1 , GM+2] 

28. How did Charlie change? 

➢ Megan is a loose cannon [GM+2] 

29. Is it true that Megan has changed? 

➢ Charlie is a spoilt child [GM+2] 

30. Use Puppeteer 

Gosia’s Place (Part2): (Head to “Your Room” below when done) 

31. I’m afraid [GM+1] 

32. Just a little more! [Dom+1 , Luck+1 , GL+1] 

Your Room: 

33. Should we go? 

Zoe’s place: 

34. I’m happy to see you too [Intel+1] 

35. Pretty impressive [Charm+1] 

Note: You’ll get a different scene depending on your Dom & Sub points: 

If Dom > Sub :  No choices, [Dom+5] by default. (Head to “Day 7”) 

Else:  Continue below: 

36. Yeah, sure [Sub+1] 
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Day 7 

Gym: 

Note 1:  You gain [Power+1] by default. 

Note 2:  If Power >= 5 , then [Power+1 , Luck+1] 

Your Room: 

1. Charming man [Charm+1] (Recommended, might change in the future) 

Note: It’s important to know a dialogue will appear notifying you about a new button “Go 

shopping” appearing at the bottom of the screen, you need to click on it to access the shopping 

menu and buy the Perfume. When done, you need to click the “Back” button to get to where 

you left off. 

2. Perfume (Costs: $350) 

The Classroom  

3. Say nothing [Intel+1] 

4. Sounds like a woman’s temper tantrum [Luck+1] 

Note: You’ll get into a fight with Jules, the fight is totally random no matter what you choose. 

It’s recommended to SAVE before, and when you win please proceed below. 

5. Gosia's remark [GM+1] 

6. Megan! 

7. Gosia! 

8. Charlie! 

9. Choose one below (Your favorite Girl): 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
Charlie Megan Gosia 
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Based on your previous Choice: 

Charlie (Naked): (Head to “Your Room” below when done) 

10. I’m relieved [CM+2] 

11. Are you scared, maybe? [CM+4] 

12. That was a nice one! [CM+2 , CL+1] 

Megan (Naked): (Head to “Your Room” below when done) 

13. It’s just a naked walk! [MM+1] 

14. You are doing good [MM+1] 

15. Highest grade! [MM+1 , ML+1] 

Gosia (Naked): (Head to “Your Room” below when done) 

16. My word is law! [GL+1 , Dom+3] 

17. Are you scared? [GL+1] 

18. That’s an A! [GM+1 , GL+1] 

Your Room: 

19. On what exactly? [Intel+1] 

20. Thanks, dad [Luck+1] 

21. Choose one below (Your favorite Girl): (Recommended to choose the same Girl on Day 1) 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
You can’t visit her this version 

Please choose another girl. 
Go to Megan’s place Go to Gosia’s place 

Note: It’s important to note that for those who were on Charlie’s path, unfortunately you will 

not receive an evening/night scene like the other girls for this version. You’ll be forced to 

choose another girl this time, refer to the choices of the other girls on Page 3 or Page 5 and 

head to “Your Room” (Page 24) when done. 
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Based on your previous Choice: 

Megan’s Place: (Head to “Your Room” below when done) 

22. Observe 

23. I can't deny it [ML+1] 

24. So what happened? 

Gosia’s Place: (Head to “Your Room” below when done) 

25. I'm glad that it has happened [GM+1] 

26. What, are you serious? 

27. I can’t tell you [Intel+2] 

Your Room: 

28. I was so anxious to see you [HM+1] 

29. I can't tell you that 

30. About tomorrow 

31. Choose one below: 

Dominant (Only IF Dom > 10) Submissive 
Turn around [HM+1] 

THEN 
Take a step back in silence 

THEN 
Yeah, but you said, loud and clear… [HL+1] 

Alright 

32. Peep inside 

33. Stay [HM+1] 

34. Wish her sweet dreams [HM+1] 
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Based on your earlier visit choice: 

Megan’s Place: (Head to “Day 8 - Your Room” below when done) 

Note: If choices is showing, refer to Page 6 or Page 11. 

Gosia’s Place: (Head to “Day 8 - Your Room” below when done) 

35. Every day [CM+2] 

36. I have an offer for you [GM+2] 

37. Look from down under 
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Day 8 

Your Room: 

1. A Lucky coin [Luck+1] (Recommended, might change in the future) 

Note 1:  Based on you relationship with “Gosia [GM]” , “Megan [MM]” & “Charlie [CM]”: 

IF Gosia is more than Megan & Charlie , then [Intel+1]. 

IF Megan is more than Gosia & Charlie , then [Luck+1]. 

IF Charlie is more than Gosia & Megan , then [Charm+1]. 

Note 2:  Based on your [Dom] & [Sub] Stats: 

IF [Dom] > [Sub] , then [Power+1]. 

IF [Sub] > [Dom] , then [Charm+1]. 

The Gym 

Note 1:  You gain [Power+1] by default. 

Note 2:  If Power >= 5 , then [Power+1 , Luck+1] 

2. Well, here I am [TM+2] 

3. Happy to help [TM+1] 

4. Choose one below: 

Dominant Submissive 
Kiss her [Dom+1] Don’t kiss her [Sub+3] 

5. You too [TM+2] 

The Classroom (Part1) 

6. Take the pen [Skill+1] 

Note 1:  IF Gosia [GM] is more than Megan [MM] & Charlie [CM] , then [GM+1]. 

Note 2:  Based on the amount of Gosia’s room visits: 

IF 2 or less , then [GM-1] [MM+2]. 

IF 3 or more, then [MM-2] [GM+3]. 

7. Gosia! 

8. Charlie! 

9. Megan! 
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10. Choose one below (Your favorite Girl): 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
Charlie Megan Gosia 

Based on your previous Choice: 

Charlie (Naked): (Head to “The Classroom (Part2)” below when done) 

11. I’m relieved [CM+2] 

12. Are you scared, maybe? [CM+4] 

13. That was a nice one! [CM+2 , CL+1] 

Megan (Naked): (Head to “The Classroom (Part2)” below when done) 

14. It’s just a naked walk! [MM+1] 

15. You are doing good [MM+1] 

16. Highest grade! [MM+1 , ML+1] 

Gosia (Naked): (Head to “The Classroom (Part2)” below when done) 

17. My word is law! [GL+1 , Dom+3] 

18. Are you scared? [GL+1] 

19. That’s an A! [GM+1 , GL+1] 

The Classroom (Part2) 

20. Megan 

21. Charlie [CM+1] 

22. Gosia 

23. I assume you are Lisa? [Intel+1] [LM+1] 

24. I’m not ready for the meeting [LM+1] 
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Lisa’s Office 

25. Was it Jules? [LL+1] 

26. Choose one below: 

Dominant (Only IF Dom > 10) Submissive 
Thanks, Lisa [LM+2] [Dom+1] Thank you, Professor Lisa [Sub+2] [Dom-1] 

27. Yeah, I have some questions 

28. About the Janitor [LM+2] 

29. About the tailor 

30. Choose one below: 

Dominant 
(Only IF Dom > 14 OR Charlie Room Visit > 3 ) 

Submissive 

How come I didn’t know about this? [LM+2] Say nothing [Sub+2] 

31. About the library [LM+2] 

32. No, I don’t have any questions 

Your Room: 

33. Choose one below (Your favorite Girl): (Recommended to choose the same Girl on Day 1) 

Charlie Megan Gosia 

Go to Megan’s place 
You can’t visit her this version 

Please choose another girl. 
Go to Gosia’s place 

Note: It’s important to note that for those who were on Megan’s path, unfortunately you will 

not receive an evening/night scene like the other girls for this version. You’ll be forced to 

choose another girl this time, refer to the choices of the other girls on Page 3 or Page 5 and 

head to “Your Room” (Page 29) when done. 

Based on your previous Choice: 

Charlie’s Place: (Head to “Your Room” below when done) 

34. Study (Charlie’s Remark) [CL+1, CM+2] 

35. IF [Charm] > 17 then Choose: You are pretty [CM+3] or Else You can do this [CM+1] 

36. Use Succubus 

Gosia’s Place: (Head to “Your Room” below when done) 

37. Why are you dressed? [GM+2] [Dom+2] 

38. Most likely, yes (Gosia’s remark) 

39. Use Puppeteer 
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Your Room: 

Based on your earlier visit choice: 

Charlie’s Place: (Head to “End of Version 0.81” below when done) 

Note 1: IF [Dom] > [Sub] & [Dom] > 15, then [CM+2] ….. Else [Sub+1]. 

Note 2: You’ll gain [CL+2] [CM+2] at the end of the night. 

Gosia’s Place: (Head to “End of Version 0.81” below when done) 

Note 1: IF [Dom] > [Sub], then [GL+2] [Dom+2]. 
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Day 9 

Your Room: 

1. She’s a bombshell! [TM+2] 

2. Lucky coin [Luck+1] (Recommended, might change in the future) 

3. No, I’m fine (Recommended, might change in the future) 

4. Hurry up 

Lisa’s Office 

5. Good afternoon 

6. Follow 

7. I don't get it 

Gym’s Locker Room 

Note:  IF [Charm] > 15, then [GM+2]. 

8. A) Yes, I am 

B) Oh, yeah [GM+2] {IF [Charm] > 20} 

9. A) I think you are very smart [GM+2] {IF [Charm] > 18} 

B) You’re not stupid 

10. A) Deny [GM-10 , GL+3] {IF [Dom] > [Sub]} 

B) Accept [GM-8] 

The Classroom 

Note:  Based on you relationship with “Charlie [CM]”  & “Megan [MM]”: 

IF [CM] < 16, then [Luck-2]. 

IF [MM] < 16, then [Charm-2]. 

11. Choose one below (Your favorite Girl): 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
Charlie’s remark Megan’s remark Gosia’s remark 
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12. Megan 

13. Charlie 

14. Gosia 

Note:  Based on you relationship with “Gosia [GL]” , “Megan [ML]” & “Charlie [CL]”: 

IF Gosia is more than Megan & Charlie , then [Charm+1]. 

IF Megan is more than Gosia & Charlie , then [Luck+1]. 

IF Charlie is more than Gosia & Megan , then [Intel+1]. 

15. Gosia! 

16. Charlie! 

17. Megan! 

18. Choose one below (Your favorite Girl): 

Charlie Megan Gosia 
Charlie Megan Gosia 

Based on your previous Choice: 

Charlie (Naked): (Head to “The Classroom (Part2)” below when done) 

19. I’m relieved [CM+2] 

20. Are you scared, maybe? [CM+4] 

21. That was a nice one! [CM+2 , CL+1] 

Megan (Naked): (Head to “The Classroom (Part2)” below when done) 

22. It’s just a naked walk! [MM+1] 

23. You are doing good [MM+1] 

24. Highest grade! [MM+1 , ML+1] 

Gosia (Naked): (Head to “The Classroom (Part2)” below when done) 

25. My word is law! [GL+1 , Dom+3] 

26. Are you scared? [GL+1] 

27. That’s an A! [GM+1 , GL+1] 
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The Classroom (Part2) 

28. Megan 

29. Who is Lisa? [MM+1] 

30. Is that mere speculation? 

Note:  IF [Intel] > 8, then [CL+2]. 

The Hallway (Room Search) Pt.1: 

31. Charlie’s room 

32. The bed [Dildo - Day 9] 

33. Under the table  Note: You need to REPEAT this step 5 more times to gain [$100]. 

34. Search somewhere else 

35. Megan’s room 

36. Under the bed 

37. The bureau 

38. The computer desk  Note: You need to REPEAT this step 4 times to gain [Luck+2]. 

39. The upper part of the wardrobe 

40. Search somewhere else 

41. Get back to my room 

The Hallway (Room Search) Pt.2: 

42. Megan’s room 

43. Under the bed 

44. The bureau 

45. The computer desk  

46. The upper part of the wardrobe 

47. The lower part of the wardrobe 
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The Hallway Pt.3: 

Note:  IF [Intel] >= 8, then [GM+2]. 

48. A) You took something that’s not yours my dear Megan [MM-2] 

B) Why don’t you tell me {IF [MM] > 15 OR [Charm] > 18} 

49. Tell her everything in a calm manner with poker face [MM-1] [Sub+5] 

50. Tell me what happened [ML+1] 

Note:  You’ll get [Luck+1] by default. 

51. I won’t rat you out [MM+2] 

Lisa’s Office: 

52. I’ve got people everywhere {IF [Charm] > 15} 

53. Lie 

Megan’s Room: 

Note:  You’ll get [ML+1] for obtaining [Dildo - Day9]. 

54. I’ve got people everywhere {IF [Charm] > 15} 

55. Lie 

 

END of Version 0.90 
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